
Kirkpatrick Four Levels© Evaluation

The Kirkpatrick Model comprises the foremost evaluation 
methodology in the world. In this course you will learn 
directly from the Kirkpatricks the true and correct 
methodology and apply it to your own programs to maximize 
the business results. This course is limited to 30 or fewer 
attendees to ensure you receive personalized attention and 
the opportunity to participate. 

During this course you will learn the Four Levels, receive a 
participant manual filled with examples and templates that 
you may borrow and adapt to build your own tools, and gain 
a complete understanding of what each level measures. You 
will also explore the reasons why evaluation is critical to 
training success and hear case studies and success stories 
from companies that have used the model effectively. You will 
learn the Kirkpatrick Decision-Making Model to help you to 
allocate training resources effectively. 

A unique feature of this course is the exploration of how to 
ensure that what is learned transfers to on-the-job behaviors. 
You will learn why training alone is not enough, and receive 
guidance to make sure what you teach actually gets used on 
the job. You will receive a grade and personalized comments 
on your own evaluation plan that you will submit at the end 
of the course in order to become certified.  

Melanie Martinelli 
In 2013 Melanie became the 
first Kirkpatrick Certified 
Facilitator in India. Since 
then she has delivered many 
public and in-house 
Kirkpatrick programs across 
Asia and also supported 
various companies and 
NGO’s in implementing 
purposeful training 
evaluation strategies.  In 
2017 she earned her 
Kirkpatrick Gold Certification 
after presenting at the ATD 

International Conference in Atlanta on the topic 
“Demonstrating Training Effectiveness – How to make this 
BANE into a BOON”. She is passionate about linking training 
efforts to business impact and effectively assists individuals 
and organizations in building memorable learning 
experiences linked to performance.

In the last 15 years, Melanie has delivered programs on a 
variety of topics across all employee levels and across 
continents. She is especially recognized for incorporating the 
learner centric Accelerated Learning methodology in her 
program design and delivery approach for client learning 
interventions. She endeavors to keep studying the learning 
industry’s changing landscape and incorporate them in her 
course designs and delivery.  A learning professional at heart 
and an entrepreneur in her mindset, Melanie co-founded The 
Learning Gym in 2018. The company was established with the 
intent of up-skilling learning professionals through 
certifications, workshops, and consulting.

Certification Program - Bronze Level

>> Objectively determine where 
to allocate training resources to 
create the most business 
impact 

>>  Create an effective program 
evaluation plan that maximizes 
business results and minimizes 
resources employed 

>>  Define the critical difference 
between effective training and 
training effectiveness 

>> Identify appropriate 
evaluation methods and tools 
for any program  

After Attending, You Can 
Expect To Be Able To…

This program is appropriate for 
all professionals who wish to 
create program plans that 
maximize organizational value 
while minimizing resources 
employed and to demonstrate 
that value to key stakeholders. 

Participants come from 
corporations, government 
agencies, military branches, 
training companies and 
consulting firms. There are no 
prerequisites for this program. 

More experienced professionals 
report that this program 
teaches them new information 
they did not know about the 
four levels and corrects 
misinformation.

Who Should Attend?

Meet Our Facilitator



Program Includes
All participants will receive: 

>> Pre-work packet
>> Interaction throughout the program
>> Workbook including templates, tools and   
     examples
>> Copy of the book, “Bringing Business Partnership   
     to Life”
>> Homework assignment
>> Grading and personalized feedback on an actual   
     evaluation plan submitted by your in-class team
>> Certificate of completion and Kirkpatrick Bronze   
     Level certification credential 
>> Virtual badge that you can use to advertise your   
     new credential 
>> The right to add “Kirkpatrick” to your skills in your  
     LinkedIn profile
>> Three months of follow-up via email 
     Informal consulting via phone/email for one year   
     from the date of certification

This program meets the requirement for 12 CPT points 
to re-certify as a Certified Performance Technologist 
(CPT). 

www.certifiedpt.org

Program Agenda

Pre-Work Packet
Introduction to the New World Kirkpatrick Four Levels ®
Real-life case preparation 

Day 1

Module 1: Introduction to the Kirkpatrick Model 
 >> Purposes of evaluating
 >> The four levels and their history
 >> Effective training vs. training effectiveness 

Module 2: Level 4 Results
 >> Level 4 principles, techniques and timing
 >> Defining your Level 4 Results
 >> Leading indicators

Module 3: Level 3 Behavior
 >> Level 3 principles, techniques and timing
 >> Critical behaviors and required drivers

Module 4: Level 2 Learning
 >> Level 2 principles, techniques and timing
 >> Retrospective self-assessment

Module 5: Level 1 Reaction
 >> Level 1 principles, techniques and timing
 >> Formative evaluation methods

Day 2

Module 6: A Purposeful Approach to Training and 
Evaluation 
 >> Prioritizing programs and evaluation   
      resources   
 >> Hybrid evaluation tools

Module 7: Case Studies
 >> Debriefing and application tips

Module 8: Applying Your Knowledge
 >> Creation and presentation of actual   
      evaluation plan
 >> Feedback and tips for refining real-life   
      evaluation plan begun in class

Module 9: Action Planning 
 >> Implementation discussion
 >> Continuing education 
 >> Creation of action plan

Follow Up
>> Team submission of real-life evaluation 
     plan for grading
>> Three months of follow-up modules via email.

All attendees will receive a copy of 
“Kirkpatrick’s Four Levels of 
Training Evaluation”, co-authored 
by Jim and Wendy Kirkpatrick. 

Jim and Wendy Kirkpatrick have 
written Kirkpatrick’s Four Levels of 
Training Evaluation to set the 
record straight. Discover a 

complete blueprint for implementing the model in a 
way that truly maximizes business results. And delve 
into Jim and Wendy’s new findings that, together with 
Don Kirkpatrick’s work, create the New World 
Kirkpatrick Model, a powerful methodology that 
melds people with metrics. 

Participant Bonus 
- Book Valued at $24.95

REGISTRATION & PRICING: Mail to melanie@thelearninggym.co to get details of programs in your location
 


